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1840 Jones County Georgia Census Index
Descendants of Edward, James, and Thomas Trice, originally from Virginia. They settled in Orange County, North Carolina. The family later settled in Georgia and Alabama.
Includes the related families of Davidson, Harrell, Liles, McMurry, Raney and others.
1840 Jones County, Georgia Census IndexCampbell County, Georgia Census Records1830-1840Campbell County, Georgia, 1830 & 1840 CensusHistory of Jones County,
GeorgiaSouthern Historical Press
John Marsh of Craven and Kershaw Counties, South Carolina and His Descendants and Research Notes on Marsh
From Slavery to Agrarian Capitalism in the Cotton Plantation South
Mississippi's Longest Civil War
Fanning's Illustrated Gazetteer of the United States ...
Federal Population Censuses, 1790-1890
MacRaes to America!!
The family history and descendants of Robert Martin, Sr. (1750-1822) of Rockingham County, North Carolina and his brother Samuel
Martin, Esq. (1748-1790) of Mecklenburg County, North Carolina, and the allied families of Settle, Douglas, Broach, Napier,
Jarratt, Lawson and Scales.
By: Carolyn White Williams Pub. 1957, Reprint 2020, 1128 pages, Index, Hard Cover, 0-89308-872-2. Jones County was created in 1807
from Baldwin County. It is located in the center of the state. Originally know for its farm lands before the Civil War, it
suffered destruction during the Civil War as Sherman's march to the sea passing through the county due to it cotton gin factor
being retrofitted to produce pistols for the Confederate Army. This book is similar to other history books of the era with such
topics being discussed: preformation of the county, formation of the county, Indians, early settlers, involvement in the War of
1812, education, religion/churches, towns, roads/trails, and considerable amout of discussion of its involvement in the Civil War.
The author has included inscriptions from 40 cemeteries from around the county. She has also included the history of 22 antebellum homes located in Jones County and often times giving a biographical sketch of its owner: Clinton, Gordon-Bowen-Blount,
Comer, Small, Newton, Peyton, Pitts, Cabaniss, Day-Barron, Barron, Glawson, Lancaster, Greene, White, Roberts, Moughon, Tomotavia,
Johnson, and Lowther. But more importantly are the 80 plus genealogies of persons from the county. The reader will also discover
an appendix filled with genealogical data: 1811 Tax Digest, 1820 Census, 1826 Land Lottery Draws, Marriage Bonds 1811-1890, Slave
Deed Records 1791-1865, Index of Wills 1808-1890, Abstracts of Wills 1808-1810, List of Revolutionary Soldiers and Widows of
Soldiers, Roster of Confederate Soldiers, WWI and WWII, Index to 1850 Census, and List of Garnd Jurors 1808-1810.
LEAVES OF A STUNTED SHRUB Vol Four
Containing Historical Accounts of the State's Civil, Military, Industrial and Professional Interests, and Personal Sketches of
Many of Its People
Central Georgia, 1800-1880
Campbell County, Georgia Census Records
The Brightwell Family of Alabama
Red Book
This is the Second Book of a Two Book Paperback set that documents twelve generations of our Buckner Family. Several of them immigrated to
America landing in Virginia in the mid 1600s, and we trace our Buckner heritage in England and America. We start with the birth of our Progenitor in
1436 following descendants in several nations side by side. We could not publish our research in a single book, the historical record as is requires
1304 pages. Book I documents the First Eleven Generations, it ends with page 628; Book II begins on page 629, and pertains to Generation Twelve.
The page number system is Contiguous. The Second Book includes a Full Name Index that validates given and surname with appropriate page
number in the correct book.
Across a century, Victoria Bynum reinterprets the cultural, social, and political meaning of Mississippi's longest civil war, waged in the Free State of
Jones, the southeastern Mississippi county that was home to a Unionist stronghold during the Civil War and home to a large and complex mixed-race
community in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
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Campbell County, Georgia, 1830 & 1840 Census
1840 Jones County, Georgia Census Index
American State, County & Town Sources
A Catalog of Microfilm Copies of the Schedules
The Trices of North Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama
The Final Irony

Few places in the United States feel the impact of courthouse disasters like the state of Georgia. Over its history, 75 of the state's counties have suffered
109 events resulting in the loss or severe damage of their courthouse or court offices. This book documents those destructive events, including the date,
time, circumstance, and impact on records. Each county narrative is supported by historical accounts from witnesses, newspapers, and legal documents.
Maps show the geographic extent of major courthouse fires. Record losses are described in general terms, helping researchers understand which events
are most likely to affect their work.
" ... provides updated county and town listings within the same overall state-by-state organization ... information on records and holdings for every county
in the United States, as well as excellent maps from renowned mapmaker William Dollarhide ... The availability of census records such as federal, state,
and territorial census reports is covered in detail ... Vital records are also discussed, including when and where they were kept and how"--Publisher
decription.
Memoirs of Georgia
The Martin Family History Volume IV Samuel Martin, Esq. (1748-1790) and Robert Martin, Sr. (1750-1822)
Blount County, Alabama Confederate Soldiers, Volume 3: Miscellaneous
Bulletin of the Bureau of Labor
Buckner
The American Census Handbook
"This is a collection of 283 genealogies which I have compiled over a period of twenty years as a professional genealogist. ... While I have dealt with some of Oglethorpe's
settlers, the vast majority of the genealogies included in this collection deal with Georgians who descend from settlers from other states."--Note to the Reader.
John Marsh Sr. (d.1803/1804) married Ann Tavner (Taverner) and moved from Virginia or North Carolina to Craven and Kershaw Counties in South Carolina. Descendants and
relatives lived in South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi and elsewhere. The research notes on Marsh also list individuals and families in Virginia, North Carolina,
Pennsylvania and elsewhere.
Cullman County, Alabama Confederate Soldiers
(1901)
A Brief History of the Clan MacRae with Records of MacRae, Ray, MacRath, McGrath & Related Families
The History of the Oliver Morton Family
Chambless Chronicles, 1747-1968
Our Family's Book of Books

Between late 1863 and mid-1864, an armed band of Confederate deserters battled Confederate cavalry in the Piney Woods region of Jones County, Mississippi. Calling themselves the Knight
Company after their captain, Newton Knight, they set up headquarters in the swamps of the Leaf River, where they declared their loyalty to the U.S. government. The story of the Jones
County rebellion is well known among Mississippians, and debate over whether the county actually seceded from the state during the war has smoldered for more than a century. Adding
further controversy to the legend is the story of Newt Knight's interracial romance with his wartime accomplice, Rachel, a slave. From their relationship there developed a mixed-race
community that endured long after the Civil War had ended, and the ambiguous racial identity of their descendants confounded the rules of segregated Mississippi well into the twentieth
century. Victoria Bynum traces the origins and legacy of the Jones County uprising from the American Revolution to the modern civil rights movement. In bridging the gap between the
legendary and the real Free State of Jones, she shows how the legend--what was told, what was embellished, and what was left out--reveals a great deal about the South's transition from
slavery to segregation; the racial, gender, and class politics of the period; and the contingent nature of history and memory. In a new afterword, Bynum updates readers on recent
scholarship, current issues of race and Southern heritage, and the coming movie that make this Civil War story essential reading. The Free State of Jones film, starring Matthew
McConaughey, Gugu Mbatha-Raw, and Keri Russell, will be released in May 2016.
Reidy has produced one of the most thoughtful treatments to date of a critical moment in southern history, placing the social transformation of the South in the context of 'the age of capital'
and the changes in the markets, ideologies, etc. of the Atlantic world system. Better than anyone perhaps, Reidy has elaborated both the large and small narratives of this development,
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connecting global forces with the initiatives and reactions of ordinary southerners, black and white.--Thomas C. Holt, University of Chicago "Joseph Reidy's detailed analysis of social and
economic developments in central Georgia during and after slavery will take its place among the standard works on these subjects. Its discussions of the expansion of the cotton kingdom and
of the changes after emancipation make it necessary reading for all concerned with southern and African-American history.--Stanley Engerman, University of Rochester "Successfully places
the experience of one region's people into the larger theoretical context of world capitalist development and in the process challenges other scholars to do the same.--Rural Sociology
Federal Population Censuses, 1790-1890; a Catalog of Microfilm Copies of the Schedules
Rainey Times
Adams Addenda
Genealogies of Pioneer Settlers
Blount County, Alabama Confederate Soldiers, Volume 1: Cavalry
Hall County, 1820-1830-1840
Persons with the surname McRae, or several variations thereof, are listed by state. Information was taken mainly from U.S. censuses from 1790 to 1850.
Offers a guide to census indexes, including federal, state, county, and town records, available in print and online; arranged by year, geographically, and by topic.
Winston County, Alabama Confederate Soldiers
Hall County, Georgia Early Federal Census
Cathey Family: With 32 Immigrant Allied and Collateral Families
Early Federal Census, Habersham County, 1820-1830-1840
Browne/Brown Family History
1830-1840
This is a new approach for us to publish the genealogical history of a particular family in that, we opted to include key Allied and Collateral families along with the primary family immigrants.
We define Allied families as being of a different surname that directly married a member of the primary family. We define Collateral families as being of a surname of persons that directly
married into an Allied family. Immigrant surnames included in this book: Cathey, Buckner, Tidwell, Villard (Willard), Kimball (Kimbell), Simms, Stubbs, Lynch (Linch), Stanley, Lumkin, Mercer,
Harvey #1, Davis, Hawkins, Rentz, Harvey #2, Holloway, Bullock & Henley, Griffin, Webb, Sterling, Clements, Dalbye, Avery, Tillman, Barradall, Carpenter, Williams, Darnall, Jordan,
Degraffenried, Smith
The Free State of Jones
Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics
Habersham County, Georgia Early Federal Census 1820 - 1830 - 1840
With the Population and Other Statistics from the Census of 1850
United Daughters of the Confederacy Patriot Ancestor Album
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